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COLUMNS
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How to catch a mouse 1/19
Leading by example 2/19
Not exactly easy street 3/19
Time to play 4/19
Playing by the rules 5/19
Florida, here I come 6/19
The next big business 7/19
The perfect “how-to” 8/19
Summertime returns 9/19
My chipmunk problem 10/19
Roller-coaster ride 11/19
Our better angels 12/19
1969: the American view 13/19
Wishing for a watchman 14/19

Around Oz
And the world laughs at us 1/19
The new mining boomtowns 2/19
When enough is enough 3/19
The richest of them all 4/19
Eight simple tests 5/19
Risking it all 6/19
The fine art of packing light 7/19
The danger in your home 8/19
Iron man 9/19
Against all expectations 10/19
He’s no messiah 11/19
Garden as battleground 12/19
1969: the Australian view 13/19
Hammers down 14/19

Britain Today
Taken for a ride 1/19
Animal magic 2/19
What’s the deal? 3/19
Art is long, and life is short 4/19
Wembley vs Assembly 5/19
That’s (not) what I meant! 6/19
Leonardo in London? 7/19
Getting in a jam 8/19
The post-Brexit burger 9/19
Sun, sea and stones 10/19
Playtime in Parliament 11/19
New leader, old system 12/19
The name game 13/19
Living under a cloud 14/19

I Ask Myself
Is this what allies do? 1/19
An uncivil society 2/19
To watch, or not to watch? 3/19
A fine year for funerals 4/19
Lost and found 5/19
Facing ourselves 6/19
Remembering Michael 7/19
The fairest of them all 8/19
Take it away 9/19
Welcome, Archie! 10/19
Watching ourselves 11/19
One photo's worth 12/19
What does it all mean? 13/19
Too green for the job? 14/19

My Life in English
Thomas Bauer 1/19
Hera Lind 2/19
Zsá Zsá Inci Bürkle 3/19
Anne-Catrin Märzke 4/19

Inge and Matthias Steiner 5/19
Lukas Sauer 6/19
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ARTICLES
A Day in My Life
Top chef (India) 1/19
Electrician (Australia) 2/19
Funeral arranger (US) 3/19
Hairdresser to the stars (Pakistan) 4/19
Medical researcher (Ireland) 5/19
Sign-language teacher for babies (UK) 6/19
Taxidermist (US) 7/19
Chiropractor (Australia) 8/19
Emergency dispatcher (US) 9/19
Senior library conservator (Ireland) 10/19
Dentist (Australia) 11/19
Voodoo queen (US) 12/19
Dermal technician (Australia) 13/19
Master baker (UK) 14/19

Artisans
Cordwainer 2/19
Potter 3/19
Locksmith 4/19

Drystone waller 5/19
Scissor maker 6/19
Paintmaker 7/19
Trug maker 8/19
Flute maker 9/19
Wheelwrights 10/19
Bookbinder 12/19
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Out of Africa 4/19
Local heroes — from farm to fork 8/19
Why we’re getting fatter 10/19
An appetite for cookery books 12/19

Grammar Tales
Goldi Lox and the three Daves 1/19
Sleeping Beauty 2/19
The three little pigs 3/19
The emperor’s new work of art 4/19
The glass slipper 5/19
Rapunzel 6/19
The ugly duckling 7/19
The footballer and his wife 8/19
The three billy goats Gruff 9/19
The shoemaker 10/19
Jack and the beanstalk 11/19
Hans and Greta 13/19

Environment
“One day we’ll disappear” 9/19
Extinction Rebellion — a wake-up call for the world 10/19
Sex education: the facts of life are just the start 6/19
On the world wide web: we wove a tangle 7/19
The Palace of Westminster: renovate it and our democracy 8/19
The Jeremy Kyle Show: TV with no moral compass 9/19
On packaging: back to the plastic-free future 10/19
Heathrow expansion: stop it to save the planet 11/19
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On David Cameron’s memoir 14/19
The better writer 5/19
A shaggy dog tale 4/19
The last stop 6/19
The nature of man 2/19
The agent and the poet 1/19
In her shoes 8/19
Inside-out man 9/19
Great British style 3/19
Design 4/19
Great British style 3/19
An American castle 11/19
Books 1/19
In our good books 1/19
The UK, the US and Australia in Germany 6/19
The Whale City band 1/19
Pan Am flair from the 1960s at a lounge in Berlin 2/19
Ireland in Germany 3/19
Lacrosse in Germany 6/19
Ride on, cowboy 9/19
Whisky heaven 14/19

A classroom in the great outdoors 14/19

Crime
All at sea 12/19

Language
Learning with Ms Winslow 1/19
Grammar made simple 2/19
Getting ready to build 3/19
The big listening test 4/19
Test your tenses 5/19
How to describe things 6/19
Agreeing and disagreeing 7/19
Nature idioms 8/19
Cool pix! 10/19
Language special: The state of English today: Quiz: Is your English on point? 11/19
Corrector woman: typical mistakes 12/19
Readers’ issue: Ten steps to better English 13/19
Game of moans: the language of complaining 13/19
Verb power: Delirious Decorations — a tale of 20 verbs 14/19
Let’s talk business 14/19
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Vanishing insects: a silent threat 1/19
On vegans: a dietary challenge 2/19
Ultracheap clothes: costly to society 3/19
The periodic table: better living through chemistry 4/19
Crime and algorithms: big data makes bigger problems 5/19

Cherry — the fruit of experience 7/19
Garden stories 8/19
Books beyond borders: The Friendship Tour 12/19

Culture
...and then I went into the Schlafzimmer 3/19
...and then I went to the Parkhaus 4/19
...and then I tried to join the Warteschlange 5/19
...and then I tried the Hals- und Rachente 6/19
...and then I said Gute Fahrt 7/19
...and then I had a Verkehrs-unfall 8/19
...and then we paid the Ablöse 9/19
...and then I prepared the Heimat- und Sachunterricht 10/19
...and finally I took the Einbürgerungstest 11/19

Travel
London walks: five classic sights 1/19
LA without a car 2/19
Family fun in Ireland 3/19
Crafts in the Cotswolds 4/19
A camping adventure 5/19
Britain’s Silicon Valley 6/19
London walks: five classic sights 7/19
Wexford love song 8/19
Authentic New York 9/19
48 hours in Mumbai 10/19
SUP, Scotland! A paddling adventure 11/19
Landscapes of poetry 12/19
A Viking visit to Ireland: Readers’ issue: Ten top travel tips from Spotlight readers 13/19
Lunch with aliens 14/19

Adventure
Off the beaten track 13/19

World Map
New Year’s traditions 1/19

Interview
Gruffalo artist Axel Scheffler 5/19
New York’s grammar queen Ellen Jovin 9/19
Professor David Crystal 11/19

LANGUAGE SECTION
English at Work
Translating “Freundin”; writing minutes 1/19
Stage fright: ways of talking about the future 2/19
Introduction when giving a speech; the purpose of mentoring programmes 3/19
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English Explained
We’ll always have New York 1/19
A question of love 2/19
Kool and the apostrophe 3/19
‘Just Do It’ 4/19
Bob Dylan and the lying lady 5/19
Colloquial, yeah, yeah, yeah 6/19
A question of love 7/19
Try not to twist your tongue 8/19
Once upon a time... 9/19
Be a teacher’s pet! 10/19
Who’s gonna drive you home? 11/19

Just Judi
The beauty of simplicity 12/19
Let’s talk about me! 13/19
Pronouns are personal 14/19

The Grammar Page
“Could have/needn’t have/shouldn’t have done” 1/19
“If”, “when” and “in case” 2/19
“Although”, “even though” and “in spite of” 3/19
Countable and uncountable nouns 4/19
“As” and “like” 5/19
“Most”, “some”, “all”, “both”... 6/19
“Wh-” words with “ever” 7/19
Inversion 8/19
The passive form 9/19
Present participles (verb + “ing”) 10/19
Passive reporting verbs 11/19
Expressing obligation 12/19
“If” and “unless” 13/19
“IF” and “whether” 14/19

Lost in Translation
McGuffin 1/19
Grapevine 2/19
Middle name 3/19
Hotchpotch 4/19
Weasel words 5/19
Stoked 6/19
Chequered past 7/19
Ride shotgun 8/19
Shambles 9/19
Baggage 10/19
Ride the gravy train 11/19
Tawdry 12/19
Run the gamut 13/19
Aftermath 14/19

Spoken English
Ouch! 1/19
It’s not working! 2/19
Body language 3/19
Being annoyed or angry 4/19
Similarities and differences 5/19
It’s out of the question 6/19
You should be OK 7/19
I felt flat on my face 8/19
It’s on the tip of my tongue 9/19
You are getting on? 10/19
I saw red 11/19
Fine by me! 12/19
I got cold feet 13/19
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In the sauna 1/19
Love and romance — Valentine’s Day 2/19
Buildings and architecture 3/19
All about your workplace 4/19
Doing the laundry 5/19
Weekend activities 6/19

Words that Go Together
“Flock”, “herd”, “litter”, “pack” and “school” 1/19
“High” and “tall” 2/19
“Fast” and “quick” 3/19
“Look” and “watch” 4/19
“Wind” and “cloud” 5/19
“Bag” and “sack” 6/19
“Jar”, “tin”, “can” and “rub” 7/19

Little Lights
The kids’ page: Hello! 12/19
The kids’ page: food 13/19
The kids’ page: colours 14/19
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